
Simplified Email Data Resilience and Management

Email continues to be the preferred business communication 
tool and defacto data repository. It holds vast amounts of 
critical and sensitive information. Protecting this data against 
loss or corruption and managing spiraling inboxes is 
imperative. Without the right tools this can be a challenge. 

Mimecast Sync & Recover for Exchange and Office 365 offers 
three key capabilities that expand on the built-in tools 
provided by Mimecast Archiving alone. These are: 

l  Sync & Recover 

l  Granular Retention Management 

l  Mailbox Storage (Stubbing) Management  

 
Sync & Recover 

Sync & Recover delivers rapid and granular recovery of 
mailboxes, calendar items and contacts lost through 
inadvertent or malicious deletion or corruption. Easy to 
deploy and a fully integrated extension to the Mimecast 
Archive, it eradicates the need for standalone email backup 
and recovery tools and is 100% cloud-based.

Combined with Mimecast Targeted Threat Protection and 
Continuity services as part of a layered defense against 
malware attacks like ransomware, organizations benefit from 
industry-leading prevention of email-borne cyber exploits, 
simplified recovery of email data in case of breach, and 
uninterrupted email access. This robust cyber resilience 
capability is delivered from a single, unified platform and 
administration console.

To aid recovery and simplify employee archive search and 
navigation, individual and shared Outlook mailbox folders 
can be replicated to the Mimecast Archive. Employees get 
vital access to familiar folders and shared mailbox content 
from Outlook, mobile devices, Mac and web apps (Mimecast 
Personal Portal), even if primary mail systems are 
unavailable. 

Granular Retention Management

Granular Retention Management allows administrators to 
simply manage policy-based retention of email content and 
metadata. Retention policies can be defined at an Exchange 
folder or mailbox level. 
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DATASHEET

Automated Data Recovery and Advanced Email Management Tools

Mimecast Archive Sync & Recover 

KEY FEATURES:

l	 Automated sync up to 6 times per day, with  
 tracking of all changes

l	 Rapid recovery of mailboxes, personal folders,  
 calendar items, and contact lists

l	 Consistent folder structure within the Mimecast  
 archive across Outlook, mobile device and  
 Mimecast Personal Portal interfaces

l	 Automated mailbox size management

l	 Ability to configure retention policies based 
 on email metadata and Active Directory 
 group attributes

l	 Cloud, on-premises and hybrid Exchange  
        email support

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:

l	 Unified management of compliance archiving 
 and data resiliency

l	 Streamlined configuration of recovery and search 

l	 Multilayered defense against Exchange data loss  
 or damage due to ransomware and other malware   

l	 Cloud-to-cloud backup; no hardware or software  
 to manage

l	 Access to replicated folders and emails 
 across all Mimecast apps



DATASHEET

Administrators can even automate complex, custom rules for user 
archive retention, administrative retention, and expiry. They can 
apply policies based on email metadata, Active Directory group 
membership and attributes. Multiple retention period scenarios, 
including split retention across the user base, can also be applied.

Mailbox Storage Management 

Mailbox Storage Management enables Administrators to control 
the size of Exchange and Office 365 mailboxes. If data is in the 
Mimecast Archive it can be safely removed from the users mailbox 
while maintaining seamless access via a link to the archive 
(leaving the message in its original location) or by using the folder 
replication feature to view the message from Outlook or any 
Mimecast app.

Advanced Data Resilience, Simplified

l  Simplified Administration. Manage compliance archiving and 
data resiliency from a single Administration Console, without 
the need for seperate backup and recovery solutions.

l  Streamlined Recovery. Automate recovery of individual items, 
entire mailboxes or folders.

l  Comprehensive Ransomware Protection. In conjunction with 
Mimecast Targeted Threat Protection and Continuity, Sync & 
Recovery delivers a ransomware defense that addresses the full 
attack cycle.  

l  Cloud-based Efficiency. Cloud-to-cloud backup technology 
with no hardware or software to manage.

l  Flexible Deployment. Support for complex, global messaging 
environments and hybrid cloud

Let us demonstrate how to make 
email safer in your organization.

www.mimecast.com/request-demo

Got a question? Get it answered 
by a Mimecast expert.

www.mimecast.com/contact-sales

Tell us what you need and 
we’ll craft a customized quote.

www.mimecast.com/quote

Mimecast (NASDAQ: MIME) makes business email and data safer for thousands of customers with millions of employees worldwide.
Founded in 2003, the company’s next-generation cloud-based security, archiving and continuity services protect email and deliver

comprehensive email risk management

Archive Sync & Recover 

Mailbox and Folder Sync & Recover 

Mailbox Storage Management

Granular Retention Management


